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Timmy Natural

Examples of the mutiple settings

Timmy I natural wood with completely lowered side 
lattices (top)
Timmy I natural wood with front lattice dropped 
(bottom left)
Timmy I natural wood in profiled and lowered front 
lattice (bottom right)

Timmy II natural wood with mattress in highest posi-
tion (top)
Timmy II Junior natural wood showing profiling (bot-
tom left)
Timmy I Junior natural wood with raised side lattices 
(bottom right)

Timmy 1/Timmy 11 natural wood cots
The Timmy bed is ideal for children with serious and severe illnesses and disabilities 
who cannot sit up on their own.

The colour design of this bed with animal motifs printed on the plexiglass panels in-
creases the child’s acceptance of the bed and promotes visual perception. Moreover, 
it stimulates the child’s imagination. There is an alternative with traditional dowels.

There are two versions of the Timmy: Timmy I with side lattice height of 65 cm and 
Timmy II with 43 cm high lattices. All four sides can be lowered to varying levels. This 
also enables care procedures from the head and foot ends. It is well-suited for nurs-
ing severely ill and disabled children, who for example need artificial respiration and 
feeding.

Two removable posts (optional) make the bed highly suitable as a therapy surface 
Timmy I is height adjustable from 80 cm to 120 cm and Timmy II from 62 cm to 102 
cm at the upper edge of mattress. The variable height also enables the therapist/parent 
to administer care at the correct working height.

All lying levels are reduced by 13 cm if castors are not fitted. Timmy has clearance 
below with its 16,5 cm castors, so that hoists can also be used. With a weight capacity 
of 150 kg an adult can also join the child in the bed.

Reasons to buy a Timmy Cot Bed

1. Simple handling with 4 easy-to-use drop side lattices, allowing access from all
sides.

2. Can be combined individually with different sleeping platforms.
3. Mechanism to adjust therapy and care-level to a safe working height.
4. Versatile thanks to high castors, also practical for cleaning.
5. Side lattices secured with locking pins.
6. Sweat and saliva resistant wood treatment in accordance with DIN 71-3

Children’s Toys Safety Act.
7. The beautifully finished solid wood is warm and comforting and fits with the

calm of a bedroom.
8. Patient weight capacity of up to 150 kg.
9. Functional accessories.
10. Solidly crafted design ensuring great stability, security and longevity.
11. Four bed sizes: 70/140 cm + 90/170 cm + 90/200 cm + 100/200 c.
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Technical Specifications

Timmy Natural
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Sleeping Platforms (choose your requirement)

KR1     KR6

KR2 KR7

KR3 KR9

KR5 

Standard acessories  Castors plastic 13,5 cm

Optional accessories  Standard foam mattress
W14 Mattress
W17 Mattress
W24 Mattress
Therapy mat
Solid wood base
Detachable posts, (2 maximum)
Castors plastic 16.5 cm
Castors plastic 10 cm
Castors plastic 7.5 cm
Doors with plexiglass
Pull-up rail
Play bead rod
Canopy
Pedestal

Technical Data 

Lattice height Timmy I 65 cm
Timmy II 43 cm

Inside/Outside dimensions 140 x 70 / 155 x 84 cm
170 x 90 / 185 x 104 cm
200 x 90 / 215 x 104 cm
200 x 100 / 215 x 114 cm

Overall height incl. castors (13,5 cm) Timmy I 132,5 cm
Timmy II 98,5 cm

Lying height Timmy I min. 80 cm
at upper edge of mattress max. 120 cm
(Standard Foam) Timmy II min. 62 cm
incl. castors (13,5 cm) max. 102 cm 


